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We began by reflecting on what we have seen and heard throughout the conference and thinking about
how to apply that learning upon return to campus.
Insights
Innovation – Scaling – Catechism
How can we scale up programs and retain the innovativeness that keeps teaching and learning fresh and
interesting. Does the very nature of scaling an innovation to a critical mass require parameters and
guidelines that diminish innovation? How can we be “Planful” and “Open” at the same time?
The Seduction of Innovation
Is innovation self‐reflective insight? How can we move from innovation to insight? Innovation can be
shallow at first – new and exciting, maybe great, but lacking in depth. Innovation needs to be grounded
and provide a solid point from which to evolve – to build depth and meaningfulness through experience
overtime. Making innovation meaningful requires assessment to provide information for planning and
thinking iteratively; questions to further expand and deepen understanding; and empathy.
From Theory to Practice
What information can we use from the latest scholarship and theory about identity to help design global
learning experiences and environments?
Encountering “Other”
How can we structure ways to model encountering “other” in the actual conference? How can we
structure the conference in more open and engaging ways, i.e., the Immersion Day experience and
affinity group discussions (The Immersion Day provided new insights and context for processing and
making meaning of the sessions throughout the conference)? How can we move away from a Western
cultural framework? This is especially critical since so many people in this country cannot access that
culture and its structures (i.e., finance, home ownership, education)
We discussed the connecting circle of concrete experience, reflection, theory, and action (Dewey and
Kolb). How can we connect student identity, theory, and immersion to create an experience that is
meaningful to one’s own life and that is critique‐able?
We discussed the practice of asking students to read two newspaper stories on a topic of interest to
them to create a common experience for reflection on a range of contemporary matters. How might
this practice translate to a common conference experience?
Catalysts for Change
How are faculty members measuring their own abilities and competencies for global learning?
Think – Live – Engage
How are educators modeling global learning and global citizenship for their students?

Advancing Innovation
Early adaptors tend to push further than the mainstream to which they must connect in order to
advance their ideas. Advancing innovation requires relating on a variety of levels and engaging in
effective dialogues without being defensive.
Intercultural Sensitivity – Difficult Dialogues
Most educators minimalize conflict in the classroom instead of engaging difficult dialogues. This
reinforces existing power and privilege structures and dynamics; marginalizes and dismisses one’s lived
experience. Microagressions and insult arise from naiveté and invalidation. What kinds of messages do
institutions send to students?
One must understand who one is before one can assess others. Meaningful facilitation helps to foster
difficult dialogues and move beyond defensiveness in the academic setting – across and among all
domains. It requires inner‐work, from disassociation to association, face‐work, and preserving.
Global Health Theory
Global Health Theory contributes to global learning by drawing on theories of identity and subjectivity.
What does it mean to be a person in a post‐colonial world? One begins with a theory and then reflects
on experience and how to assess and make meaning of that experience.
Risk and Failure
Understanding requires risk and failure – how can one turn a mistake into a learning experience?
Reciprocity
Innovation in a community must be important on both sides and foster self‐reflection both sides.

